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Peyronie’s disease is manifested by an abnormal bend that occurs in the erect penis of the sufferer and can be associated with painful erection and/or painful intercourse.

Peyronie’s disease is related to the development of scar tissue, or plaques, that form on tissues (e.g., tunica albuginea) inside the penis. One non-surgical approach for the treatment of Peyronie’s disease includes injecting drugs into the plaques that lessen the compression applied by the plaques to the erect penis. The research and efficacy of this approach is limited.

Surgical treatments for Peyronie’s disease include excising portions of the tunica albuginea from the penis opposite the plaque and closing the fenestrations with sutures. Access to the tunica albuginea is achieved by first degloving the penile skin away from the penis to expose the Buck’s fascia and tunica albuginea along the length of the penis. Degloving the penile skin is painful and the recovery time for the patient can be several weeks. Although the long term results of this surgical approach are good, both short term (within 8 weeks) and long term failures can present with residual penile deformity.

Another surgical treatment includes corporal plication in which plication sutures are placed on the contralateral side of the plaque without excising the tunica albuginea or removing the plaque. Corporal plication is most commonly employed subsequent to a previous Peyronie’s treatment surgery to correct small angles of residual penile deformity.

WO9505134 discloses a device for use in the treatment of sexual dysfunction in men comprising a frame in the form of a two-section trough-shaped support made of an elastic material with a rigid shaft inside. The support is connected in such a way that it can pivot via the rigid shaft to a base securing unit, which is in the form of a rigid half ring with an elastic tightening device. The construction of the device leaves the penis exposed along its entire length, which can effectively cure impotence when the device is used.

Patients and clinicians desire more effective and less invasive surgical treatments for Peyronie’s disease.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

One aspect provides a Peyronie’s treatment device configured to treat an erect penis having curvature characterized by a first penis side with an unaffected length and a second penis side with an affected length that is shorter than the unaffected length. The device includes a band connected between a proximal support that is attachable to a base of a penis and a distal support that is attachable adjacent a corona of the penis. The band has an elastic material and a second material that is attached to the elastic material. The second material is provided to stop elongation of the elastic material at a length approximately equal to the affected length of the erect penis.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a Peyronie’s treatment device configured to treat an erect penis having curvature caused by a first penis side with an unaffected length and a second penis side with an affected length that is shorter than the unaffected length, the device comprising:

- a band connected between a proximal support that is attachable to a base of a penis and a distal support that is attachable adjacent a corona of the penis, the band comprising an elastic material; and
- means for limiting elongation of the band to a distance that is greater than approximately the affected length of the erect penis.

In one embodiment, the means for limiting elongation of the band is a second material that is attachable to the elastic material at a length approximately equal to the affected length of the erect penis. In one embodiment, the band is stretchable between an initial length that is less than the affected length to a final length that is substantially equal to the affected length.

In one embodiment, the band is elastically deformable between the initial length and the final length and inelastically deformable past the final length.

In one embodiment, the elastic material is stretchable from an initial length that is less than the affected length to a final length that is greater than the affected length and the second material prevents elongation of the elastic material past the affected length.

In one embodiment, the device comprises multiple bands connected between the proximal support and the distal support.

In one embodiment, the proximal support comprises a continuous ring that is attachable around an entire circumference of the base of a penis.

In one embodiment, the proximal support comprises a proximal support segment that is attachable to less than an entire circumference of the base of a penis.

In one embodiment, the distal support comprises a continuous ring that is attachable around an entire circumference of the penis adjacent to the corona of the penis.

In one embodiment, the distal support comprises a distal support segment that is attachable to less than an entire circumference of the penis adjacent to the corona of the penis.
In one embodiment, the elastic material comprises a knit fabric and the second material comprises an inelastic fabric attached to the knit fabric.

[0018] In one embodiment, the elastic material comprises a knit fabric and the second material comprises an inelastic woven fabric attached to the knit fabric.

[0019] In one embodiment, the elastic material comprises a knit fabric and the second material comprises an inelastic strand embedded in the knit fabric.

[0020] In one embodiment, the band is attached to the first penis side having the unaffected length and the second material stops elongation of the first penis side of the erect penis at an erection distance of approximately the affected length of the erect penis to reduce the curvature of the erect penis.

[0021] In one embodiment, the device comprises a knit fabric and the second material comprises an inelastic woven fabric attached to the knit fabric.

[0022] In one embodiment, the device comprises an inelastic fabric attached to the knit fabric.

[0023] Further, it is here described a method of treating Peyronie’s disease manifested in an erect penis having a first penis side with an unaffected length and a second penis side with an affected length that is shorter than the unaffected length, the method comprising:

- attaching an elastic device subcutaneously to the first penis side.

[0024] The method further comprises:

- providing the elastic device with a stretch stop that limits elongation of the first penis side to an erection distance that is approximately equal to the affected length of the erect penis.

[0025] The step of 'attaching an elastic device subcutaneously to the first penis side' may comprise the step of:

- attaching an elastic device subcutaneously to the first penis side between external skin of the penis and a tunica albuginea of the penis.

[0026] The step of 'attaching an elastic device subcutaneously to the first penis side' may comprise the step of: providing an elastic band connected between a proximal support that is attachable adjacent a corona of the penis, the tunica albuginea; and

- attaching a distal end of the elastic device adjacent to a corona of the penis on the first penis side to maintain the reduced curvature in the erect penis.

[0027] The step of 'attaching an elastic device subcutaneously to the first penis side' may comprise the step of: providing the elastic device with a stretch stop that limits elongation of the first penis side to an erection distance that is approximately equal to the affected length of the erect penis.

[0028] The step of 'attaching the elastic device' may comprise the step of: attaching the device to the first penis side with an unaffected length; and

- attaching a proximal end of an elastic device to a base of the penis on the first penis side;

- attaching a distal end of the elastic device adjacent to a corona of the penis on the first penis side to maintain the reduced curvature in the erect penis.

[0029] The method may comprise one or more of the steps of:

- incising skin on the first penis side and accessing the tunica albuginea;

- creating an artificial erection in the penis;

- attaching a proximal end of an elastic device to a base of the penis on the first penis side;

- straightening the penis to reduce a curvature in the erect penis; and

- attaching a distal end of the elastic device adjacent to a corona of the penis on the first penis side to maintain the reduced curvature in the erect penis.

[0030] The elastic device may include a stretch stop that limits elongation of the first penis side to an erection distance that is approximately equal to the affected length of the erect penis.

[0031] The step of 'attaching an elastic device subcutaneously to the first side' may comprise the steps of

- attaching a proximal end of an elastic device to a base of the penis on the first penis side;

- straightening the penis to reduce a curvature in the erect penis; and

- attaching a distal end of the elastic device adjacent to a corona of the penis on the first penis side to maintain the reduced curvature in the erect penis.

[0032] Another method is described of treating Peyronie’s disease manifested in an erect penis having a first penis side with an unaffected length and a second penis side with an affected length that is shorter than the unaffected length, the method comprising:

- incising skin on the first penis side and accessing the tunica albuginea;

- creating an artificial erection in the penis;

- attaching a proximal end of an elastic device to a base of the penis on the first penis side;

- straightening the penis to reduce a curvature in the erect penis; and

- attaching a distal end of the elastic device adjacent to a corona of the penis on the first penis side to maintain the reduced curvature in the erect penis.

[0033] The Peyronie’s treatment device is configured to treat an erect penis having curvature characterized by a first penis side with an unaffected length and a second penis side with an affected length that is shorter than the unaffected length, the device comprising:

- a band connected between a proximal support that is attachable to a base of a penis and a distal support that is attachable adjacent a corona of the penis, the
band comprising an elastic material and a second material that is attached to the elastic material, the second material provided to stop elongation of the elastic material at a length approximately equal to the affected length of the erect penis.

[0034] In one embodiment, the band is stretchable between an initial length that is less than the affected length to a final length that is substantially equal to the affected length.

[0035] In one embodiment, the band is elastically deformable between the initial length and the final length and inelastically deformable past the final length.

[0036] In one embodiment, the elastic material is stretchable from an initial length that is less than the affected length to a final length that is greater than the affected length and the second material prevents elongation of the elastic material past the affected length.

[0037] In one embodiment, the device comprises multiple bands connected between the proximal support and the distal support.

[0038] In one embodiment, the proximal support comprises a continuous ring that is attachable around an entire circumference of the base of a penis.

[0039] In one embodiment, the proximal support comprises a proximal support segment that is attachable to less than an entire circumference of the base of a penis.

[0040] In one embodiment, the distal support comprises a continuous ring that is attachable around an entire circumference of the penis adjacent to the corona of the penis.

[0041] In one embodiment, the distal support comprises a distal support segment that is attachable to less than an entire circumference of the penis adjacent to the corona of the penis.

[0042] In one embodiment, the elastic material comprises a knit fabric and the second material comprises an inelastic strand embedded in the knit fabric.

[0043] In one embodiment, the elastic material comprises a knit fabric and the second material comprises an inelastic fabric attached to the knit fabric.

[0044] In one embodiment, the elastic material comprises a knit fabric and the second material comprises an inelastic woven fabric attached to the knit fabric.

[0045] In one embodiment, the band is attached to the first penis side having the unaffected length and the second material stops elongation of the first penis side of the erect penis at an erection distance of approximately the affected length of the erect penis to reduce the curvature of the erect penis.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0046] The accompanying drawings are included to provide a further understanding of embodiments and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification. The drawings illustrate embodiments and together with the description serve to explain principles of embodiments. Other embodiments and many of the intended advantages of embodiments will be readily appreciated as they become better understood by reference to the following detailed description. The elements of the drawings are not necessarily to scale relative to each other. Like reference numerals designate corresponding similar parts.

Figure 1A is a top view and Figure 1B is a cross-sectional view of one embodiment of a Peyronie’s treatment device having an elastic material in a relaxed state.

Figure 2A is a top view and Figure 2B is a cross-sectional view of one embodiment of the Peyronie’s treatment device illustrated in Figures 1A and 1B with the elastic material stopped in a stretched state by a second material that is attached to the elastic material.

Figure 3A is a side schematic view of an erect penis afflicted by Peyronie’s disease.

Figure 3B is a side schematic view of the penis illustrated in Figure 3A in a flaccid state and including the treatment device illustrated in Figures 1A and 1B attached to the tunica albuginea of the penis.

Figure 3C is a side schematic of the penis illustrated in Figure 3B in an erect state having reduced curvature as compared to the untreated penis illustrated in Figure 3A.

Figure 4A is a top view of one embodiment of a Peyronie’s treatment device in a relaxed, unstretched state.

Figure 4B is a top view of a band of the device illustrated in Figure 4A showing a stop strand.

Figure 4C is a top view of the Peyronie’s treatment device illustrated in Figure 4A in an elongated state.

Figure 4D is a top view of the band of the device illustrated in Figures 4A and 4C showing the stop strand limiting elongation of the device.

Figure 5 is a perspective view of one embodiment of a Peyronie’s treatment device.

Figure 6 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a method of treating Peyronie’s disease.

Figure 7 is a block diagram of one embodiment of a method of treating Peyronie’s disease.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0047] In the following Detailed Description, reference is made to the accompanying drawings, which form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration specific embodiments in which the invention may be practiced. In this regard, directional terminology, such as "top," "bottom," "front," "back," "leading," "trailing," etc., is used with reference to the orientation of the Figure(s) being described. Because components of embodiments can be positioned in a number of different orientations, the directional terminology is used for purposes of illustration and is in no way limiting. It is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized and structural or logical changes may be made without departing from the scope of the present invention. The following detailed description, therefore, is not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of the present invention is defined by the appended claims.

[0048] It is to be understood that the features of the various exemplary embodiments described herein may be combined with each other, unless specifically noted otherwise.

[0049] Soft tissue includes dermal tissue, sub-dermal tissue, ligaments, tendons, or membranes but does not include bone.

[0050] The term "proximal" as employed in this application means that part that is situated next to or near the point of attachment or origin or a central point: as located toward a center of the human body. The term "distal" as employed in this application means that part that is situated away from the point of attachment or origin or the central point: as located away from the center of the human body. A distal end is the furthest endmost location of a distal portion of a thing being described, whereas a proximal end is the nearest endmost location of a proximal portion of the thing being described. For example, the glans penis is located distal and of the crus of the penis is located proximal relative to the male body such that a distal end of a corpora cavernosum of the patient extends about midway into the glans penis.

[0051] Embodiments provide an internal traction device that treats the effects of Peyronie's disease by reducing the curvature of an erect penis. In one embodiment, the device is attached subcutaneously to an exterior surface of the tunica albuginea on a contralateral side of the penis opposite the side on which the Peyronie's plaques have formed and functions to counteract the asymmetrical contraction of the penis caused by the Peyronie's plaques. The device is fabricated from a stretchy material that accommodates movement of the penis between a flaccid state and an erect state. The device is configured to stretch and elongate up to a built-in stop-limit length that is selected to match the length of the penis on the side on which the Peyronie's plaques have formed. In this manner, all sides of the penis elongate to an approximately equal length.

[0052] In one embodiment, the device is attached to the tunica albuginea of the penis without incising the tunica or removing the Peyronie's plaques, and thus use of the device limits patient discomfort and reduces the healing time for the Peyronie's-afflicted patient compared to other procedures.

[0053] Figure 1A is a top view and Figure 1B is a cross-sectional view of one embodiment of a Peyronie's treatment device 20. The Peyronie's treatment device 20 (device 20) is provided as a band 20 that includes an elastic material 22 extending between a proximal support 24 that is attachable to a base of a penis and a distal support 26 that is attachable adjacent a corona of the penis, and includes a second material 28 attached to the elastic material 22. In one embodiment, the device 20 provides attachment locations 30 that allow the device 20 to be attached subcutaneously within the penis.

[0054] Patients who suffer from Peyronie's disease develop a curvature in the erect penis characterized by one side of the penis having an unaffected length and, generally, an opposite side of the penis having an affected length that is shorter than the unaffected length of the penis. The band 20 provides a length that is selected to stretch between a first initial length L1 extending between a base of the penis and a corona of the penis when the penis is flaccid to a final length L2 (Figure 2) that is approximately equal to be affected length of the penis. The elastic material 22 is thus configured to move with the penis between its flaccid state and its erect state, and when the penis is erect, the device 20 is configured to straighten the penis to an approximately symmetric shape/length.

[0055] In one embodiment, the second material 28 provides a stop for the elastic material 22 that allows the elastic material 22 to stretch from the initial length L1 to the final length L2, where the final length L2 is selected prior to surgery to be approximately equal to the affected length of the Peyronie's-affected erect penis. In one embodiment, the second material 28 provides means for limiting elongation of the stretchable erect penis. In one embodiment, the band 20 is elastically deformable between the initial length L1 and the final length L2 and the second material 28 configures the band 20 to be inelastically deformable past the final length L2. That is to say, the band 20 is stretchable up to the final length L2, and if a sufficiently large force is applied to the band 20 to stretch it beyond the length L2, the band will fracture or otherwise break. Thus, the elastic material 22 is stretchable from the initial length L1 that is less than the affected length to a length that is greater than the affected length, and the second material 28 prevents elongation of the elastic material 22 past the affected length.

[0056] In one embodiment, the second material 28 is provided as a knitted fabric and the second material 28 is provided as a separate fabric 28 that is attached to the knitted fabric 22, where the separate fabric 28 has some...
In one embodiment, the elastic fabric 22 is pro-
length L2. When the elastic material 22 is relaxed the separate fabric 28 moves with the elastic material 22. When the elastic material 22 is stretched, the separate fabric 28 moves to allow the elastic material 22 to stretch up to but not beyond the final length L2.

[0058] In one embodiment, the elastic material 22 is provided as a knitted fabric and the second material 28 is provided as an inelastic woven fabric that is attached to the knitted fabric. In one embodiment, the inelastic woven fabric 28 has a fixed length generally equal to L2 and is attached to the elastic fabric 22 in a manner (similar to that described above) that allows the elastic material 22 to stretch up to but not beyond the final length L2.

[0059] In one embodiment, the elastic material 22 is provided as a knitted fabric and the second material 28 is provided as an inelastic strand 28 embedded in the knitted fabric. As an example, the elastic material 22 is stretched to the final length L2 and the inelastic strand 28 is attached to the elastic material 22 to limit its elongation. In one embodiment, the inelastic strand 28 is fixed to the elastic fabric 22 in a manner that allows the elastic material 22 to stretch up to but not beyond the final length L2.

[0060] The elastic material 22 is stretchable between the initial length L1 and a length that is longer than the final length L2, and a second material 28 is provided to stop the elongation of the elastic material 22 at the final length L2. The knitted fabrics of the elastic material 22 are suitably fabricated from polymer fiber such as polypropylene, polyethylene, or polyolefin or such fibers coated with slip agents or elastic additives. The second material 28 is suitably fabricated from an inelastic suture filament.

[0061] Knitted fabrics are generally fabricated from a filament that is knit on a path to form a chain of loops, where each loop in the chain of loops is suspended by a neighboring loop. The loops are secured as they are knit by passing a newly formed loop through a previously formed loop. The chain of loops that run in a lateral direction are referred to as a wale, and the path that the knitting filament follows is referred to as a course (see Figure 4B as an example of a knitted fabric).

[0062] A woven material is different from a knitted material in that woven material is formed by threads that run parallel in a lengthwise direction (warp threads) and cross with a separate set of parallel threads placed in a crosswise direction (weft threads). Woven materials can thus be fabricated that have little or no stretch as the warp and weft threads connect together to limit their mutual movement. In contrast, the meandering course that forms the loops of a knitted material provide the knit with greater elasticity (e.g., stretchiness) over the woven material since the loops move within each other.

[0063] With the above mind, the device 20 or the band 20 is provided in multiple formats (for example, each with a different final length L2) that allow the surgeon to select the desired final length L2 as based on the affected length of the erect penis of the patient suffering from Peyronie’s disease.

[0064] Figure 2A is a top view and Figure 2B is a cross-sectional view of the Peyronie’s treatment device 20 illustrated in Figure 1 with the elastic material 22 stopped at a desired elongated length by the second material 28.

[0065] Figures 3A, 3B, and 3C are schematic views of a penis P.

[0066] Figure 3A is a side schematic view of a Peyronie’s afflicted erect penis. The erect penis P has a pair of corpora cavernosa CC that extend from a proximal location internal to the body up to a mid-location of the glans penis. The illustrated erect penis P includes plaques that have formed on an affected side 40 of the penis P that cause the erect penis P to have an affected length La. The penis P has an unaffected side 42 that is generally opposite the affected side 40 of the penis. The unaffected side 42 of the penis P has an unaffected length of Lu. The affected side 40 of the erect penis is generally shorter than the unaffected side 42 of the erect penis such that the erect penis P presents with an undesirable curvature.

[0067] Figure 3B is a side schematic view of the penis P including the band 20 subcutaneously attached to the tunica albuginea TA of the penis P. The tunica albuginea TA of the penis P encapsulates the corpora cavernosa CC. The proximal support 24 of the band 20 is attached to a base B of the penis P and the distal support 26 is attached adjacent to a corona C of the penis P, for example by suturing through the attachment locations 30.

[0068] In one embodiment, the band 20 is attached subcutaneously to the tunica albuginea TA of a flaccid penis P. For example, the band 20 is provided in a variety of lengths that allows the surgeon to select a band 20 having the appropriate initial length L1 and an appropriate final length L2 based on pre-treatment measurements, and knowing these lengths, the surgeon selects the appropriately sized band 20 for attachment to the flaccid penis P.

[0069] Alternatively, in one embodiment the band 20 is attached subcutaneously to the tunica albuginea TA of an erect penis P. For example, the surgeon artificially induces an erection in the penis P to observe the angle and extent of the curvature in the Peyronie’s affected penis, and after recording this data, selects a band 20 having a final elongated length L2 that is approximately equal to the affected length La of the erect penis. The selected band 20 is attached to the erect penis to provide
Figure 3C is a side schematic view of the erect Peyronie’s affected penis P. A suitable amount of correction to the curvature of the Peyronie’s affected penis P including plaques present on the affected side 40 of the Peyronie’s afflicted penis and the band 20 attached subcutaneously to the tunica albuginea to provide a correcting force that resists curvature of the penis P. The erect penis P is thus provided with symmetric sides 40, 42 in which the band 20 configures the unaffected side 42 of the penis P to have a length that is approximately equal to the affected length L1 of the penis P. As illustrated by Figure 3C, the final length L2 of the band 20 has a length that is substantially equal to the affected length L1 of the penis (Figure 3A).

Figure 4A is a top view of one embodiment of a Peyronie’s treatment device 50 (device 50). The device 50 is provided with multiple bands 51 having elastic material 52 extending between a proximal support 54 that is attachable to a base of a penis and a distal support 56 that is attachable adjacent a corona of the penis, and a second material 58 attached to the elastic material 52 that is provided to stop elongation of the elastic material 52 at a length approximately equal to the affected length of a Peyronie’s affected erect penis.

In one embodiment, the proximal support 54 is provided as a segment that is attachable to less than an entire circumference of the base of the penis P. In one embodiment, the distal support 56 is provided as a segment that is attachable to less than an entire circumference of the penis adjacent the corona.

Figure 4A illustrates the device 50 having an initial length L1 in a relaxed state and Figure 4C illustrates the device 50 stretched or elongated to a final length L2 that is selected to be substantially equal to the affected length of an erect Peyronie’s affected penis.

Figure 4B is a top view of one of the bands 51 including a filament 53 knit on a path to form a chain of loops 55, where each loop 57 in the chain of loops 55 is suspended by a neighboring loop 59. In this manner, the loops 55 are secured as they are knit by passing a newly formed loop (e.g., loop 57) through a previously formed loop (e.g., loop 59). The chain of loops that run left-to-right in Figure 4B are referred to as a wale W. The path that the filament 53 follows is referred to as a course C. In one embodiment, the second material 58 is a strand 58 that is interlaced or woven into the chain of loops 55, where the strand 58 is provided to limit the elongation of the knitted loops in the band 51. In one embodiment, the bands 51 and the strand 58 are each attached on opposing ends between the proximal support 54 and the distal support 56, and when the band 51 is stretched, the strand 58 stops the elongation of the band 51 at the desired length L2.

Figure 4D illustrates the strand 58 stopping the elongation of the device 50 at the final length L2 that is substantially equal to the affected length of an erect Peyronie’s affected penis.

Figure 5 is a top view of one embodiment of a Peyronie’s treatment device 60 (device 60). The device 60 is provided with multiple bands 61 having elastic material 62 extending between a proximal support 64 that is attachable to a base of a penis and a distal support 66 that is attachable adjacent a corona of the penis, and a second material 68 attached to the elastic material 62 that is provided to stop elongation of the elastic material 62 at a length approximately equal to the affected length of a Peyronie’s affected erect penis.

In one embodiment, the proximal support 64 is provided as a continuous ring that is attachable around an entire circumference of the base of the penis P and the distal support 66 is provided as a continuous ring that is attachable around an entire circumference of the penis adjacent the corona.

Figure 6 is a block diagram 70 of a method of treating Peyronie’s disease.

The method of treatment includes at 72 providing an elastic device that is attachable subcutaneously to the penis. The method of treatment includes at 74 providing the elastic device with a stretch stop that limits the elongation of the device to a distance that is approximately equal to the affected length of a Peyronie’s afflicted erect penis (see Figure 3A).

Figure 7 is a block diagram 80 of another method of treating Peyronie’s disease.

The method of treatment includes at 82 evaluating curvature and a shortened length of an erect penis of a patient afflicted by Peyronie’s disease. The method of treatment includes at 84 selecting an elastic device having a stretch stop that limits the elongation of the elastic device to approximately the shortened length of the erect penis. The method of treatment includes at 86 attaching the elastic device to a side of the penis, subcutaneously to the tunica albuginea, opposite the side of the penis having the curvature. The method of treatment includes at 88 configuring the elastic device to stretch with the erection of the penis and configuring the stretch stop to apply tension to the side of the penis having the curvature, thus reducing the curvature of the erect penis.

EXAMPLE

The following example illustrates, with reference to Figure 3A, the surgical placement of one of the Peyronie’s treatment devices described above without degloving the penile skin.

The patient is anesthetized and surgically draped to define a sterile operating field in an appropriate manner.

The surgeon forms a circumcoronal incision adjacent to the glans penis and a penoscrotal incision adjacent to the base of the penis P. The dartos fascia is reflected to expose the Buck’s fascia, and the Buck’s fascia is incised down to the tunica albuginea.

The surgeon introduces a flat-bladed tool subcutaneous to the penis over the tunica albuginea and forms a pathway extending from the penoscrotal incision...
In one embodiment, an artificial erection is imparted to the penis P with an intracavernous injection of saline solution and the surgeon proceeds to attach one of the above-described Peyronie’s treatment devices to an exterior surface of the tunica albuginea on a contralateral side of the penis opposite the side on which the Peyronie’s plaques have formed.

The proximal support 24 is attached to the base of the penis P, for example with one or more sutures. The flat-bladed tool, or a forceps, is employed to deliver the distal support 26 to a location adjacent a corona of the penis. The surgeon corrects the curvature in the penis P (e.g., manually) and attaches the distal support 26 to the penis at a location that conforms the unaffected side 42 of the penis P to have a length that approximates a length of the affected side 40 of the penis P. In this manner, the implanted Peyronie’s treatment device corrects the curvature in the penis.

Although specific embodiments have been illustrated and described herein, it will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art that a variety of alternate and/or equivalent implementations may be substituted for the specific embodiments shown and described without departing from the scope of the present invention. This application is intended to cover any adaptations or variations of medical devices as discussed herein. Therefore, it is intended that this invention be limited only by the claims and the equivalents thereof.

Claims

1. A Peyronie’s treatment device configured to treat an erect penis having curvature caused by a first penis side with an unaffected length and a second penis side with an affected length that is shorter than the unaffected length, the device comprising:
   - a band (20) connected between a proximal support (24) that is attachable to a base of a penis and a distal support (26) that is attachable adjacent a corona of the penis, the band (20) comprising an elastic material (22); and characterized by
   - means for limiting elongation of the band (20) to a distance that is greater than approximately the affected length of the erect penis.

2. The device according to claim 1, wherein the means for limiting elongation of the band (20) is a second material (28) that is attached to the elastic material (22), the second material (28) being provided to stop elongation of the elastic material (22) at a length approximately equal to the affected length of the erect penis.

3. The device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the band (20) is stretchable between an initial length that is less than the affected length to a final length that is substantially equal to the affected length.

4. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the band (20) is elastically deformable between the initial length and the final length and inelastically deformable past the final length.

5. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the elastic material (22) is stretchable from an initial length that is less than the affected length to a final length that is greater than the affected length and the second material (28) prevents elongation of the elastic material (22) past the affected length.

6. The device according to any of the preceding claims, comprising multiple bands (51) connected between the proximal support (54) and the distal support (56).

7. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the proximal support (54) comprises a proximal support segment that is attachable to less than an entire circumference of the base of a penis.

8. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the proximal support (54) comprises a proximal support segment that is attachable to less than an entire circumference of the base of a penis.

9. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the distal support (66) comprises a continuous ring that is attachable around an entire circumference of the penis adjacent to the corona of the penis.

10. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the distal support (56) comprises a distal support segment that is attachable to less than an entire circumference of the penis adjacent to the corona of the penis.

11. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the elastic material (22) comprises a knit fabric and the second material (28) comprises an inelastic strand embedded in the knit fabric.

12. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the elastic material (22) comprises a knit fabric and the second material (28) comprises an inelastic fabric attached to the knit fabric.

13. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the elastic material (22) comprises a knit fabric and the second material (28) comprises an inelastic woven fabric attached to the knit fabric.
14. The device according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the band (20) is attached to the first penis side having the unaffected length and the second material (28) stops elongation of the first penis side of the erect penis at an erection distance of approximately the affected length of the erect penis to reduce the curvature of the erect penis.

15. The device according to any of the preceding claims, comprising means for reducing the curvature of the erect penis.

16. The device according to any of the preceding claims, comprising means for allowing the first penis side of the erect penis to elongate up to a distance that does not exceed the affected length of the erect penis.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zur Behandlung von Peyronie-Krankheit, die zur Behandlung eines erigierten Penis ausgelegt ist, der eine Krümmung aufweist, die durch eine erste Penisseite mit einer nicht betroffenen Länge und eine zweite Penisseite mit einer betroffenen Länge, die kürzer als die nicht betroffene Länge ist, verursacht wird, wobei die Vorrichtung Folgendes umfasst:

- ein Band (20), das zwischen einer proximalen Stütze (24), die an einer Penisbasis befestigt werden kann, und einer distalen Stütze (26) die neben einem Eichelrand des Penis befestigt werden kann, angebracht ist, wobei das Band (20) ein elastisches Material (22) umfasst; und gekennzeichnet durch

- Mittel zur Begrenzung einer Dehnung des Bands (20) auf eine Strecke, die größer als ungefähr die betroffene Länge des erigierten Penis ist.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, worin das Mittel zur Begrenzung der Dehnung des Bands (20) ein zweites Material (28) ist, das an der elastischen Material (22) befestigt ist, wobei das zweite Material (28) bereitgestellt wird, um eine Dehnung des elastischen Materials (22) bei einer Länge, die ungefähr der betroffenen Länge des erigierten Penis entspricht, zu stoppen.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, worin das Band (20) zwischen einer Anfangslänge, die kleiner als die betroffene Länge ist, und einer Endlänge, die im Wesentlichen der betroffenen Länge entspricht, dehnbar ist.

4. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin das Band (20) zwischen der Anfangslänge und der Endlänge elastisch verformbar ist und nach der Endlänge inelastisch verformbar ist.

5. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin das elastische Material (22) von einer Anfangslänge, die kleiner als die betroffene Länge ist, bis zu einer Endlänge, die größer als die betroffene Länge ist, dehnbar ist, und das zweite Material (28) eine Dehnung des elastischen Materials (22) über die betroffene Länge hinaus verhindert.

6. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, umfassend mehrere Bänder (51), die zwischen der proximalen Stütze (54) und der distalen Stütze (56) angebracht sind.

7. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin die proximale Stütze (54) einen kontinuierlichen Ring umfasst, der um einen gesamten Umfang der Penisbasis befestigt werden kann.

8. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin die distale Stütze (56) ein proximales Stützsegment umfasst, das an weniger als einem gesamten Umfang der Penisbasis befestigt werden kann.

9. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin die distale Stütze (66) einen kontinuierlichen Ring umfasst, der um einen gesamten Umfang der Penisbasis neben dem Eichelrand des Penis befestigt werden kann.

10. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin die distale Stütze (56) ein distales Stützsegment umfasst, das an weniger als einem gesamten Umfang der Penisbasis neben dem Eichelrand des Penis befestigt werden kann.

11. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin das elastische Material (22) ein gewirktes Textilmaterial umfasst und das zweite Material (28) einen inelastischen Strang umfasst, der in dem gewirkten Textilmaterial eingebettet ist.

12. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin das elastische Material (22) ein gewirktes Textilmaterial umfasst und das zweite Material (28) ein inelastisches Textilmaterial umfasst, das an dem gewirkten Textilmaterial befestigt ist.

13. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin das elastische Material (22) ein gewirktes Textilmaterial umfasst und das zweite Material (28) ein inelastisches gewebtes Textilmaterial umfasst, das an dem gewirkten Textilmaterial befestigt ist.
14. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, worin das Band (20) an der ersten Penisseite mit der nicht betroffenen Länge befestigt wird und das zweite Material (28) eine Dehnung der ersten Penisseite des erigierten Penis bei einer Erektionsstrecke von ungefähr der betroffenen Länge des erigierten Penis stoppt, um die Krümmung des erigierten Penis zu reduzieren.

15. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, umfassend Mittel zur Reduzierung der Krümmung des erigierten Penis.

16. Vorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, umfassend Mittel, die es gestatten, dass sich die erste Penisseite des erigierten Penis bis zu einer Strecke dehnt, welche die betroffene Länge des erigierten Penis nicht überschreitet.

Revendications

1. Dispositif pour le traitement de la maladie de La Peyronie configuré pour traiter un pénis en érection présentant une courbure induite par un premier côté du pénis ayant une longueur non touchée et un second côté du pénis ayant une longueur touchée qui est plus courte que la longueur qui n’est pas touchée, le dispositif comportant :
   - une bande (20) reliée entre un support (24) proximal qui peut être fixé à une base d’un pénis et un support (26) distal qui peut être fixé à côté d’une couronne du pénis, la bande (20) comportant un matériau (22) élastique ; et caractérisé par
   - un moyen de limitation de l’allongement de la bande (20) jusqu’à une distance qui est supérieure à approximativement la longueur touchée du pénis en érection.

2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, le moyen de limitation de l’allongement de la bande (20) étant un second matériau (28) qui est fixé au matériau (22) élastique, le second matériau (28) étant fourni pour arrêter l’allongement du matériau (22) élastique à une longueur qui est approximativement égale à la longueur touchée du pénis en érection.

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 1 ou 2, la bande (20) étant étirable entre une longueur initiale qui est inférieure à la longueur touchée et une longueur finale qui est sensiblement égale à la longueur touchée.

4. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, la bande (20) étant déformable élastiquement entre la longueur initiale et la longueur finale et déformable inélastiquement au-delà de la longueur finale.

5. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, le matériau (22) élastique étant étirable d’une longueur initiale qui est inférieure à la longueur touchée à une longueur finale qui est supérieure à la longueur touchée et le second matériau (28) empêchant l’allongement du matériau (22) élastique au-delà de la longueur touchée.

6. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comportant de multiples bandes (51) reliées entre le support (54) proximal et le support (56) distal.

7. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, le support (64) proximal comportant un anneau continu qui peut être fixé sur la totalité de la circonférence de la base d’un pénis.

8. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, le support (54) proximal comportant un segment de support proximal qui peut être fixé sur moins de la totalité de la circonférence de la base d’un pénis.

9. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, le support (56) distal comportant un anneau continu qui peut être fixé sur la totalité d’une circonférence du pénis à côté de la couronne du pénis.

10. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, le support (66) distal comportant un segment de support distal qui peut être fixé sur moins de la totalité d’une circonférence du pénis à côté de la couronne du pénis.

11. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, le matériau (22) élastique comportant un tissu tricoté et le second matériau (28) comportant un fil inélastique incorporé dans le matériau tricoté.

12. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, le matériau (22) élastique comportant un tissu tricoté et le second matériau (28) comportant un tissu inélastique fixé au tissu tricoté.

13. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, le matériau (22) élastique comportant un tissu tricoté et le second matériau (28) comportant un tissu tissé inélastique fixé au tissu tricoté.

14. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, la bande (20) étant fixée au premier côté du pénis dont la longueur n’est pas touchée et le second matériau (28) arrêtant l’allongement du premier côté du pénis en état d’érection jusqu’à une
distance d'érection d'environ la longueur touchée du pénis en érection pour réduire la courbure du pénis en érection.

15. Dispositif selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comportant un moyen de réduction de la courbure du pénis en érection.

16. Dispositif selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comportant un moyen destiné à permettre au premier côté du pénis en état d'érection de s'allonger jusqu'à une distance qui ne dépasse pas la longueur touchée du pénis en érection.
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Provide an elastic device attachable subcutaneously to the penis.

Provide the elastic device with a stretch stop that limits elongation of the device to an erection distance that is approximately equal to the Peyronie's affected length of a Peyronie's afflicted erect penis.
EVALUATE CURVATURE AND SHORTENED LENGTH OF AN ERECT PENIS OF A PEYRONIE'S PATIENT

SELECT AN ELASTIC DEVICE HAVING A STRETCH STOP THAT LIMITS ELONGATION OF THE ELASTIC DEVICE TO APPROXIMATELY THE SHORTENED LENGTH OF THE ERECT PENIS

ATTACH THE ELASTIC DEVICE SUBCUTANEOUSLY TO THE TUNICA ALBUGINEA, OPPOSITE THE SIDE OF THE PENIS HAVING THE CURVATURE

THE ELASTIC DEVICE CONFIGURED TO STRETCH WITH THE ERECTION IN THE PENIS AND THE STRETCH STOP PROVIDED TO APPLY TENSION TO THE SIDE OF THE PENIS HAVING THE CURVATURE AND THUS REDUCE THE CURVATURE OF THE ERECT PENIS
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